Forfeit

James Tyrone, a racing reporter for a London scandal sheet, suspects foul play when a fellow
writer, who had a penchant for drink--but was always an honest sort--dies in an accidental fall.
Tyrone finds clues to his death in some suspicious columns touting some cant-lose
horses--who mysteriously failed to show up on race day.
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Definition of forfeit - lose or be deprived of (property or a right or privilege) as a penalty for
wrongdoing.
Forfeit means to lose or give up something, usually as a penalty. If you don't finish your
homework and eat all your broccoli, you'll most likely forfeit your right to watch TV before
going to bed. An adjective, noun, and verb all rolled into one, forfeit came into existence
around meaning â€œto lose by misconduct.â€•. forfeit (plural forfeits). A penalty for or
consequence of a misdemeanor. That he our deadly forfeit should release (John Milton, On the
Morning of Christ's Nativity, . an article deposited in a game because of a mistake and
redeemable by a fine or penalty. forfeits, (used with a singular verb) a game in which such
articles are. Forfeit definition: If you forfeit something, you lose it or are forced to give it up
because you have broken Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.
Define forfeit (verb) and get synonyms. What is forfeit (verb)? forfeit (verb) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
Forfeit or forfeiture may refer to: Sports[edit]. Forfeit (sport), a premature end of a game.
Forfeit (baseball) Â· Forfeit (chess), defeat in a chess game by a player's.
forfeit meaning, definition, what is forfeit: to lose a right, position, possession et: Learn more.
1. It's a verb used to tell someone that s/he loses a right,possession,etc or has it taken away
from her/him. 2. Something that's taken away from.
To lose or give up (something) on account of an offense, error, or failure to fulfill an
agreement: The other team did not show up in time and so forfeited the game.
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of Forfeit for free. we know many reader find this book, so I want to share to every readers of
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